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See the able not the label bulletin board

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Perfect for helping students read around the room, this colorful foreign language bulletin board helps create a rich printed classroom environment. This set supports the Four Block Literacy Model® and includes these pieces:56 Spanish class label cards (sizes about 7 x 3.5 to 14.5 x 3.5) featuring matching
illustrations Resource guide features: More colors October is Disability Awareness month, but much more than just awareness... it's about acceptance and seeing the people, our students, for who they are. This bulletin board view will help students, staff, and everyone walking in your school hall think about each child first and not the label of the disability or
difference a child may have. One of the most important things is understanding. For some students (and adults), we must educate them on how to understand... how to accept. It just starts with consciousness. Caity and I feel very strongly that the message behind this bulletin board is very important for all students and people with disabilities and differences.
{ Download Free Disability Awareness Bulletin Board Here. } Everything you need to create this newsletter board view is included in the free download. There are 50 total puzzle pieces. Two children each have 10 pieces. Two children each have 15 pieces. Print on colored paper, such as Astrobrights, and color in each word with a black marker to create a
bulletin board look like the image above. Or print on white paper and decorate students with puzzle pieces, giving your students ownership of this powerful message. Use paint, crayons, markers, dotters, craft supplies. You can also ask students from inclusion and/or helpful classroom settings to color some puzzle pieces if your class case load isn't 50 (let's
hope it doesn't!) Each puzzle piece has numbers and letters on the page as well. This let's you know what puzzle parts belong to, and what puzzle numbers that part is. To help you build a bulletin board after the puzzle pieces are decorated and cut, have students write numbers and letters on the back of the puzzle piece. You can then use this to guide you
in building bigger puzzles. I recommend starting at the bottom of each larger puzzle and working your way up to the top of each of the kids. Once you have all 4 kids stuck to your bulletin board, set the words at the top to make sure it's centered the way you want it to. Trust me on this one When it's time to drop your screen (if that's the time comes), keep
the piece of the puzzle in a large gallon Ziplock bag. { Free Download Awareness Bulletin Board Here. } YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE IT: This is how I set up my class library. There is no right or wrong way to organize your library and these ideas are just how I choose to I. Just below is a picture of my ongoing second-class library. Amazing how it's changed! I've
combined my library and meeting area. You can see bright cheerful carpets, lights and tons and lots of books! To make it comfortable, I sometimes add posters from mini lessons we had in class, trunks covered in pillows, bright carpets, lamps, and lots and lots of clearly organized inviting books. I highly recommend labeling the books as coming from your
library. I use a stamp, but you can also write your name on the cover of each book. You may also want to write it on the side of the book all over the page. Then parents will be able to easily see the book as one that needs to be returned to class. Define your sorting system One of the hardest things to know is how to sort all your books. Many people sort by
genre, topic, theme, AR level (Accelerated Reader), guided reading level, and so on. In my class, I have chosen to sort by book by topic and author. I've done this for several reasons. Reason one: it's easier. Flattening all my books will take forever, and I don't want to spend all my time on it. The second reason is that I don't want kids to choose based on
books by level. I want students to make a decision if the book is right. When students walk into a bookstore there will be no big sign stating, Reading Book Level O is guided here. Students should be prepared to make good reading choices and know how to explore. Restricting library sections by aligning inhibits this. I know some people will disagree with me
here, but I am not also a big fan of AR so I don't choose to sort by AR level. All these beliefs made me sort by genre, topic, and author. I am also a big fan of storing books in the book trash. Students tend to check the book by looking at the book cover. Students are unlikely to pull a book by looking at a binding book alone. I know when I go to bookstores, the
books that most often attract my attention are the people whose covers are facing out. Bookstores have cashed this in, and so have I! The book trash can also keeps the book organized and looks neat, an added bonus! Here's a close-up of my book trash can (or book basket): When I first started my classroom library, I didn't have a previously formed
category that I wanted to use. Instead, I sorted like a book together and naturally created a category. This way I can combine when i only have a few genres. For example, I combine all my joke books and poetry books into one basket. I only have a few each and they seem to go well together. It also helps me realize when I have multiple books from one
particular author or book series. I collect all these books and put them in a basket devoted to the author or series. Here are some categories in which I have decided to my books: Animal Biography and Autobiography Caldecott Awards and Honoring Car and Transportation Book Chapters by Authors whose Last Names Begin with Book Chapter A-L by
Authors whose Last Names Begin with M-Z Class Book Beverly Cleary Fairy Tales and Favorite Characters Legend Jokes and Poems Junie B. Jones Mysteries Science Quick Reads Remember, this is what worked for me. Have fun and consider your own collection. Decide if you want to engage students Letting students help decide on categories can be a
great way to release them in the library, give library ownership to students, and our kids know what's available. Frank Serafini highly recommends this method in his book, The Reading Workshop: Creating Space for Readers. I chose all the nonfiction books that I muttered struggling to organize. I divide the books so that each table has some nonfiction books
from the library. Students looked through the books for a few minutes, then we rotated the stacks of books to another table. We continue to do this until all the students have seen all the books. Then I put the books together and put them on the floor. Students create large circles around the book. Then I ask students to suggest a book category. I listed this on
a white board and we decided if we could merge or separate any categories. The next day, I made a basket of books with labels. I re-bequeathed the books to a different table. Then the table decides what categories go into the books and sorts the books. It worked, and I thought about using the same system again with all the new books I had bought over the
summer. [See the video at the end of this article for an example of how one teacher engages students in setting up their classroom library.] Catalog of books I just found a website, Library Thing (thanks to Mrs. Meacham). You can use this website to catalog your books. I was curious and decided to check it out. This is really cool! It is a free and easy to use
service. All you do is type your title in (or the author) and Amazon.com or Library of Congress. Boom! Your title and picture appear! The best part is that you can add tags or notes. I've added a tag that I have two copies of, or this would be a great math book. I'll go back and add a tag noting the basket of books where the book came in. You can see the
beginning of my book catalog. Organize and label books This is how I organize books on shelves. On each book basket label there are colored dot stickers and numbers. Every book that in the category of basket / has a matching colored dot sticker dannumber. Since I have more categories than baskets, there may be two or three baskets with blue dots, but
they have different numbers on them. Then the basket is then arranged in order of numbers. Really not too many method methods ordered, except that I tried to keep the fiction together, separate from nonfiction. Here's a close-up of the book box. You can see the labels in the box with the title and blue stickers. This is box number six. In Geronimo Stilton's
book, you'll see a matching sticker. Here's a basket on the shelves of my previous 4th grade library. The gray shelves hold most nonfiction books that are divided into several categories. The shelves closest to the trunk have a lot of picture books. Here's a picture of the entire library area. The shelves on the right hold most of the chapter books. However, I
don't think as far as it should be and I have some nonfiction books (fairy tales, poems and jokes, etc.) mixed up as well. Since my basket is numbered, it's too much work to change it mid-flow. Since I had moved to second grade, I decided to make my organization as easy as possible. I want my system to be less complicated. I want younger children to be
able to maintain their own library organisations, and think numbers and colours might be too much. So you can see in this picture the colored dots and numbers have been replaced by color-back labels with categories and clip-art. I created each book label using avery address labels. Each label has a clip-art image, a book basket title, and a note that says
the book belongs to me. Then I made a suitable label for the basket on avery's larger shipping label. Since the basket titles are all different colors, I put the basket label on the matching construction paper, laminate it, and attach it to the trash can. Here is a picture of the basket label. Note that the basket title (Ms. Gregory's Favorites) is mounted on black
construction paper to match the black color of the title. Other baskets have red fonts, blue fonts and so on. Here's an image of a book label that matches the same title: You can find a link to print the labels I've created on my website. The website abcteach.com also has a printable book label. When planning your library there's a lot to think about. I will treat
this as a class library FAQ, and add my comments below to any questions below. Where will your library be located? I would like to have my library around my classroom meeting area. I'm doing this for a number of reasons. One, it makes use of the space because I don't have room for both! Second, many of my mini-lessons taking place in the meeting area
require students to exchange ideas and the books give them a place to look for ideas. Also, I once read somewhere that your room should not contain a library in the classroom, but classes in the library (I don't remember who said this, but it sounds very Lucy Calkins-ish). How much space will you have? I pointed most of my classrooms to my library. I want
children to see physically how important it is, just by Size. Also, the more I have collected books, the more space I need! Since this is my meeting area, it needs to be big enough for all students to sit comfortably and be able to see easel. I try to place the classroom library in the room area which will create a comfortable angle, while still placing the easel so
that students face away from the classroom door to minimize distractions. Do you have enough shelf space? Previously, I had used four metal shelves that the school district provided (well, they only provided one for me. But I collect the others whenever there is a teacher who throws away their shelves!) In second grade, I wanted a lower shelf fit under the
big bulletin board in my room. My fellow teacher got rid of a very long shelf, and I then asked my Dad (he was the best) to come in and make another shelf with very similar dimensions. I painted both baby shelves blue to make them fit. Even with all this shelf space I still don't have enough space – I should have planned a little better! Some of my book trash
cans will get into the floor and some will go in the book cart that will be next to the library. How are you going to sort your books? Only a few of my books will be sorted by reading level. I haven't done this in years past, but I recently read Growing Readers by Kathy Collins and she suggests having part of the library leveled. I have decided to level my Step Up
reader collection (short books, such as Hello Readers or Scholastic Readers). I found the information evenly distributed on titlewave subscription websites (my librarian listed me quite easily). I then wrote a level (in his class instead of Fountas and Pinnell or Accelerated Reader I wanted as simple as possible) in the deep back corner at the bottom right. I will
sort them to the same level and then will color-code them. Books are also sorted into similar series genres. I want students to be able to say, I love reading about animals! and then have a whole basket devoted only to animals on different levels of reading. This way, most readers can find the book. Will your books be labeled? I label my books so students can
return them. In the past years I have used colored dots, colored dots with numbers, and so on. It works pretty well with the upper class. However, I was worried that it would be too complicated for my second grader. I have decided to create an Avery labelsusing sticker that is address sized. Each label has a trash category of books, pictures, and phrases, It
belongs to Ms. Gregory. Also, I try to color-code fonts, e.g. sports-themed books get labels written in orange Comic Sans fonts. The label is also supported by orange construction paper. I hope this will help their eyes to focus a little more, even if it's subconscious! Students will then match the labels on the book with those (minus Mrs. Gregory's part) the label
is outside the basket. Will you write your name in the book? I used to write my name in the upper right corner of the cover in black permanent ink. This helps separate the book from any book that students bring from their home collection. I also hope if a mother finds a stash under the student's bed, she will know where to return it! Now, I have my name
directly on the label on the front cover. I also bought a free stamp (bought a free stamp... hmmm...?) from Vista Print. All I pay is shipping. He stated, This book belongs to Mrs. Please return if found. I stopped writing my name on the cover because recently I tried to eBay some high-end books that were disabled, and I realized having my name written all over
the cover reduced the value. But I want my name in that book to be wronged. So now I have a smaller stamp on the inside and a label on the cover (which I can peel off if I decide to sell a book – or replace whether a child peels off the label). How do students know how to return a book? Children should be able to match the label on the front with the identical
label on the cover. (If this doesn't work, I'll come up with something new!) Will students return books to the right place or will you make this a class job (like a class librarian)? I'm debating this. I really want all children to take ownership and responsibility for the class, but I also want the kids to put the book back where they belong. I thought at the beginning of
the year I would have baskets for the books to be returned (baskets I need home) and train the kids on how to return the books. Then I'll gradually phase this work out when the kids have trained. How are you going to teach children to treat and handle books? In Collins' book, she explains how, at the beginning of the year, she made a big deal out of a book
on the floor. He's very melodramatic about it, Oh no! A book is on the floor! How can we treat something so beautiful so bad! How can I solve this problem? I like this idea because basically it is a good thought and model of what you should do if you find a book that is out of place. Every time I do a read-aloud, I also model how to treat a book: use bookmarks
instead of dog earring pages; slip from the dust cover as you read the book to keep it from wrinkles and carefully replace the dust cover when you are ready to stop reading; rotate the page carefully so as not to tear; and so on. I think it's really powerful, because See. What are the consequences for the mistreatment of books? In the past, the consequence of
a cluttered library was to close it for a day or two. Believe it or not, it really works! I actually talked about it and was quite melodramatic about it, but the kids couldn't get a new book or come back the old one. For D.E.A.R. time (Drop Everything And Read), Read), just have to read what they have, either an old book or a reading textbook. Children don't like not
having a choice, and the problem is solved. You can also do this individually. Simple and logical if you can't treat it properly, you can't use it. How will the book be stored? The large basket, white, mesh that I like (as it can hold some books, chapters or pictures) comes from Dollar General. I also like the smaller cube size box, the chapter book series seems to
fit perfectly in it. How will students check the books? In the past I have just had students sign books in check-out lists. I keep the list in a binder. I trust students to take responsibility for the books and return them. I lost a few, but only a few. For second grader, a check-out system may not be necessary, as students will simply keep the book in their book trash
and will not take it home. What will be your book checkout policy? Tight or liberal? In class or at home? Duration? Duration?
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